A reduced dimensionality, six-degree-of-freedom, quantum calculation of the H+CH 4 →H 2 +CH 3 reaction J. Chem. Phys. 115, 2055Phys. 115, (2001 Two degrees of freedom quantum mechanical calculations on the bound states of H + are presented. Two different potential energy surfaces are employed. The effect of rotati~nal excitation is analyzed. For J = 0, the high energy region is composed largely of states that cannot be assigned. However, two regularly spaced series are observed, corresponding to "horseshoe" states predicted previously by classical calculations. In addition we find a new assignable series of inverted hyperspherical states. Conversely, for high orbiting angular momentum (l = 20) in which the proton rotates about the diatom, assignable normal mode states persist up to dissociation. Semiclassical periodic orbit quantization is found to give excellent agreement for the regular quantum states. The significance of these results for the interpretation of the H3+ photodissociation spectrum is discussed.
Two degrees of freedom quantum mechanical calculations on the bound states of H + are presented. Two different potential energy surfaces are employed. The effect of rotati~nal excitation is analyzed. For J = 0, the high energy region is composed largely of states that cannot be assigned. However, two regularly spaced series are observed, corresponding to "horseshoe" states predicted previously by classical calculations. In addition we find a new assignable series of inverted hyperspherical states. Conversely, for high orbiting angular momentum (l = 20) in which the proton rotates about the diatom, assignable normal mode states persist up to dissociation. Semiclassical periodic orbit quantization is found to give excellent agreement for the regular quantum states. The significance of these results for the interpretation of the H3+ photodissociation spectrum is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The H3+ molecule ion has been studied extensively by experimentalists I and theorists 2 in the past decade. Oka and co-workers have measured precisely the fundamental and low overtone vibration-rotation spectrum. Meyer and coworkers 3 have computed several potential energy surfaces and corresponding (numerically converged) fundamentals. Using their best surface (the MBB potential), Miller and Tennyson 4 and Whitnell and Light 5 have computed the overtone spectrum. The spectroscopy of H3+ , up to an energy of approximately 1.2 e V above the ground state, is reasonably well understood.
The situation is quite different for energies which are close to the dissociation threshold energy into H2 + H + .
Five years ago, Carrington and Kennedy6 published the results of a detailed measurement of the photodissociation spectrum of H3+ . Their experiment, which was limited to a very narrow spectral range of 220 cm -I, revealed over 27000 sharp transitions of the ion at energies which are within 1000 cm -I of the dissociation energy. A spectroscopic assignment of all these lines seems at present to be hopeless. However, when Carrington and Kennedy coarse grained their spectrum they found an amazing regular pattern. The detailed spectrum collapsed into four equally spaced lines. The high energy and high density of states suggest at first glance that a full three-dimensional quantum mechanical analysis is at present not yet feasible. A model quantum mechanical study by Pfeiffer and Child 7 gave the correct density oflines but did not explain the regular coarse grained spectrum. Schlier and co-workers 8 embarked on a classical mechanical study of the system. Their study also accounted for the correct density of states, moreover, at zero total angular. momentum, they discovered a stable periodic orbit, which was nicknamed the "horseshoe" orbit. This orbit, has a C 2v symmetry, the motion along this orbit can be thought a) Permanent address: Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, London WCIE 6BT, England.
of as a highly excited bending motion of the central atom in a quasilinear molecule. Gomez and Pollak 9 showed that this orbit retains its C 2v symmetry and stability, when the outer two atoms are rotated in a plane perpendicular to the symmetry line. The rotational constant of the rotating horseshoe orbit was found to be 30 cm -I . This led Gomez and Pollak to assign the coarse grained experimental spectrum as the R branch spectrum of the antisymmetric stretch (v 3 ) mode of the rotating horseshoe orbit.
These classical mechanical studies raise some questions. Except for the rotating horseshoe orbit, to date, no other stable orbit has been found in the experimental energy and total angular momentum range. This means that predominantly, the classical dynamics are chaotic. In fact, the regular phase space around the horseshoe orbit is very small and not enough for EBK quantization. The relationship between a single orbit and the exact quantum mechanics of such a strongly coupled system is not yet clear. Taylor and coworkers,1O have suggested that the stable periodic orbit identifies a relatively decoupled region of phase space which can cause a quantum mechanical resonance. Using a Feshbach formalism and local basis functions, they identify this localized resonance state as a P state which interacts with the background quasicontinuum states leading to a Lorentzian peak in a coarse grained spectrum. Using a stabilization method they have studied the two degree of freedom C 2v Hamiltonian and found states that localize around the rotating horseshoe orbit. lO(b) Moreover, they found agreement between semiclassically quantized energies of the rotating horseshoe and the energies of the stabilized eigenvalues.
Manz and co-workers have in recent years studied in detail the quantum mechanical scattering resonances for a collinear ABA molecule moving on a coupled Morse potential. II They found that the resonant wave functions, can be identified as hyperspherical modes. Stefanski and Pollak l2 have shown that the wave functions localize around a hyperspherical like stable periodic orbit. An EBK quantization of the orbit which is based on the action of the orbit and its stability frequency gave excellent agreement with quantum resonance energies. Here too, the stable phase space surrounding the orbit was smaller than Ii.
It is not an accident that the converged 3D quantum studies of the H3+ molecular ion have not gone substantially beyond 1.2 e V. This energy is approximately the saddle point energy of collinear H/. Above this energy, the molecule becomes quite floppy, the density of states increases rapidly and the basis set becomes unmanageable. All the previous studies imply that even only qualitative insight into the high energy spectrum of H3+ demands an exact quantal analysis of states which are above the collinear threshold. As a first step in this direction we report in this paper a detailed converged numerical study of all bound states ofH3+ restricted to the two degree of freedom C 2v geometry. We will show that already slightly above the collinear saddle point one finds quantum states that localize around the horseshoe orbit. The horseshoe orbit is a source for a ladder of states which can be assigned. The resonance horseshoe states found by Taylor and co-workers lO(b) are the extension of the horseshoe states to energies above dissociation. We also find an additional ladder of states which localize around a different orbit, which may be characterized as an inverted hyperspherical mode. This orbit is though not as stable as the horseshoe orbit.
In Sec. II we describe the details of the quantum computations and provide figures of the various types of quantum states found. A semiclassical analysis of the quantum states, based on stability analysis of the stable orbits is provided in Sec. III. The semiclassical analysis I3 provides a simple and useful assignment of many states but not all of them. Implications of this work on the full 3D dynamics as well as on the analysis of the coarse grained photodissociation spectrum are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. QUANTUM MECHANICAL CALCULATIONS

A. Methodology
The classical mechanical Hamiltonian for the motion of H3+ restricted to C 2v symmetry takes two forms. Using Jacobi coordinates, where r is the internuclear separation of the H2 diatom and R is the distance of the third atom from the H2 center, one distinguishes between a rotational (H j ) and an orbiting (HI) Hamiltonian. 
where (P"PR) are the momenta conjugate to the coordinates (r,R), the angle () between rand R is fixed at 90°, III is the H2 reduced mass (m H /2) and 112 is the reduced mass of the complex (2mH /3 ). This Hamiltonian corresponds to rotating the H2 diatom such that its angular momentum j is along the R axis and coincides with the total angular momentum J. Here the atom to diatom distance R may be thought of as a Cartesian coordinate with the range ( -00,00) . One may also rotate the proton about the H2 diatom such that the angular momentum I is along the r axis. In this case one obtains the orbiting Hamiltonian: (2)
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is obtained by replacing the classical momentum operator with the quantum analog [-ili(a/ax),x = r,R] and the angular momenta/, 1 2 bylj2j(j+ 1),1i 2 /(1 + I),respectively. Our main interest lies in the bound states whose energies lie between the collinear threshold and the H + + H2 dissociation threshold. In this region, the molecule is rather extended and floppy so that the standard basis sets used previously must be somewhat modified. Solutions for the 2D problem were found using a basis set expansion of the form The Morse and spherical oscillator functions have parameters which arise from the specific form of the 1 D Hamiltonian that defines them. In this work, these parameters were treated as variational parameters to give an optimized basis set for the system. The parameters were varied for each coordinate on a trial and error basis until satisfactory convergence was obtained for a moderate basis. These tests showed that parameters used previously4 for the r coordinate were satisfactory only for very low-lying states. The optimal parameters (in atomic units) were found to be re = 2.86, We = 0.0075, and De = 0.11 for the Morse-like functions, and a = 0.0, We = 0.0225 for the spherical oscillators. These parameters differ markedly from previous optimizations used for converged low energy 3D computations.
Because of the symmetry of the Hamiltonian it suffices to diagonalize it in the range R = 0, 00, with either odd or even oscillator functions. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the odd functions. There are not any major qualitative differences between them and the even functions. Test calculations with I = j = 0 showed that a basis of 31 spherical oscillators and 23 Morselike functions was sufficient to converge the lowest 120 states to within 2 cm -I and remaining states below the dissociation energy to about 5 cm -I . No attempt was made to look for diffuse states lying just below dissociation. Two potential energy surfaces were used. The DIM potential 16 has the advantage that it is well defined, with continuous first derivatives for all energies leading to the threebody dissociation limit. It is not an ab initio surface and so not spectroscopically accurate. However the dissociation energies, fundamental frequencies, and collinear saddle point energy are in fair agreement with ab initio computations so that one expects this surface to reveal the important qualitative features of excited H3+' The other surface, denoted MBB, 3 is a highly accurate ab initio potential energy surface and has been used 4 to predict experimental spectroscopic lines with an accuracy of 0.2 cm -I . Unfortunately, a good interpolation function for the ab initio points exists only up to 25 000 cm -I . Below this energy the two surfaces are quite similar so that the basis set chosen is equally well adapted for both potentials.
B. Results
With the basis set described above, it was possible to obtain almost all converged energies and wave functions, below the H + + H2 dissociation threshold, for allj,1 values of rotating and orbiting H3+ in the C 2v configuration. This leads to an enormous amount of data and the necessity of compaction. The general structure of the wave functions, from the ground state to the dissociation threshold, does not change drastically with different values of the rotational angular momentum quantum number j. Therefore we chose to present in great detail only the results for nonrotating H3+ . In Fig. 1 we plot 128 bound states. The coordinates are mass scaled to allow easy comparison with periodic orbits. The outer dashed line in each panel denotes the boundary of the classically allowed region of configuration space at the energy of the state. All states shown are odd with respect to
The symmetric stretch mode is along the line r = R. The motion perpendicular to the symmetric stretch is a bending mode. The antisymmetric stretch motion is not allowed for the restricted symmetry C 2v geometry. Inspection of the 13 lowest lying states shows that they are easily assigned in terms of the normal modes, (V I ,V 2 ) which correspond to the symmetric and bending modes, respectively. It is interesting to note that the fundamental frequencies obtained from the 2D computation are very close to the fully coupled 3 (3D) results. This indicates that at low energies the antisymmetric stretch (v 3 ) is nearly decoupled from the other modes.
As soon as one reaches the collinear (R = 0) threshold, assignment becomes no longer trivial. Note, that the collinear threshold is easily discerned from the equipotential contour of the state which becomes open for energies above the threshold. From this point onwards, the wave functions become interesting. It becomes impossible to assign many states. As energy increases, the density of unassignable states increases quite rapidly. However, one still finds at regular energy intervals some states which are highly localized. One set can be called "horseshoe" states, if one plots their reflection for negative R, one obtains a horseshoe-like shape.
These states are an extension of the bending mode from energies below the collinear threshold to energies above the threshold and so can be assigned as highly excited V2' It is also evident that these horseshoe states exist with low excitations along the symmetric stretch (v I) mode. Clear examples are states 50 and 60 where one discerns a single nodal line along the bending direction. As energy increases, more excitations stabilize, state 114 has two excitations along the VI mode, state 103 seems to have 3.
The second type of localized states may be thought of as inverted hyperspherical modes, using the terminology of Manz and co-workers. II Some clear examples are states 109 and 124. One notes that they are to a large extent localized around an almost circular arc, so they can be called hyperspherical. However the origin of the circle is not at the origin of the coordinate system, the arc is convex with respect to the origin, hence the adjective inverted. The hyperspherical modes appear only at quite high energies, they do not appear to be stable enough to support excitations perpendicular to the hyperspherical mode.
All states plotted in Fig. 1 are for the DIM potential energy surface. Numerical details such as energies and assignments are provided in Table I . For the interpretation of the coarse grained photodissociation spectrum it is of interest to know the rotational constants associated with each state. The two rotational constants appearing in the Table are defined as
where the brackets denote an average over the wave function. Table II . There are no strong qualitative differences between the results for both potentials. The assignments given for the MBB states are obtained from inspection of the wave functions, just as for the DIM surface. Because of the qualitative similarity we do not show the plots. The density of states on both surfaces is quite similar, the VI fundamental is somewhat lower on the MBB surface but the V 2 fundamental is somewhat higher and there seems to be a compensation. The main notable difference is that the MBB surface seems to be more regular in the sense that more states can be assigned, one finds a larger number of states with VI excitations of the horseshoe mode. However, the inverted hyperspherical mode does not allow for perpendicular excitations and we do not find any additional different qualitative type of localized state.
As mentioned, rotational (j) excitation does not affect the qualitative structure of the wave functions. In Table III we summarize the energies and rotational constants for some j-rotating states that belong to the horseshoe family. One notes that the vibrational spacing does not change much withj. As in thej = 0 case, one finds many horseshoe states with excitations in the V I direction. Asj increases, these excitations seem to be stabilized so that more states can be assigned. Interestingly, the rotational constant B j is a decreasing function of j. This is a result of the centrifugal force which tends to separate the H2 diatom to larger distances.
Excitation of orbital (I) angular momentum changes the whole picture dramatically. Any infinitesimal amount of orbital angular momentum causes a divergence of the effective potential energy surface at R = 0 preventing the motion through the center of the diatom. This added repulsive wall seems to stiffen the molecule considerably. One finds a noticeable decrease in the density of states. Perhaps the most important difference is that almost all bound states can be assigned by the time the orbital angular momentum reaches a value of20. In Fig. 2 , we plot all the bound states of orbiting H3+ at I = 20. One immediately notes that the normal mode assignments stay valid up to very high energy. There is no need to talk here of a horseshoe mode, the repulsive wall at R = 0 makes the horseshoe identical to high excitation in the V 2 mode.
Numerical data, normal mode assignments and rotational constants for all bound I = 20 states are provided in Table IV . The rotational constants for the orbiting states do not change much with energy. However, the orbiting constant (B/) depends strongly on I. For I = 0, one notes from Table I that B/ is large and fluctuates with energy. When motion is allowed through R = 0, one expects a large constant. Since the orbiting motion prevents the system from coming close to the collinear configuration, the constant becomes substantially smaller and rather insensitive to energy.
Clearly, by varying lone can obtain quite a large range of possible B/ values. The rotational constant B j increases somewhat with I, the orbiting motion pulls the atom away from the diatom enabling the distance of the diatom to become shorter, thus increasing the constant.
III. SEMICLASSICAL ANALYSIS
Periodic orbits can be found for the two degree of freedom Hamiltonian using the turning point method detailed in Ref. 17 . The search procedure allows for a highly accurate determination of the initial point of the orbit. The period of the orbit is evaluated using a variant of the Henon method, 18 for an accurate stability analysis it is important to have a highly accurate estimate of the period. Given these it is straightforward to find the Liapunov exponents and stability frequencies of the orbits. Technical details on stability analysis may be found for example in Ref. 17 .
For a stable orbit, one may use the action of the orbit and its stability frequency to predict quantum mechanical bound state energies. The motion along the orbit is quantized using the WKB estimate:
where the integral is along the periodic orbit. This condition defines a quantized energy E ~o. To this energy one must add the quantized energy of the perpendicular mode, which is obtained using a harmonic approximation based on the stability frequency of the orbit (Q):) atthe energy E ~o. Thus the energy of the (m,n) state associated with a given family of orbits is given by the semiclassical formula: 
This very simple method of estimation has been tested on 'a number of systems 12, \3 and shown to be quite accurate for states whose excitation in the direction perpendicular to the orbit is low. Here it is important to stress that this method is useful even when this excitation far exceeds the regular region of phase space surrounding the orbit. As has been noted in a recent paper,12 quantum localization is much stronger than classical localization. There is though one technical problem in practical application of the method. Within the Liapunov stability analysis the phase is determined only up to multiples of 21T. In order to know the absolute phase, one has two choices. A method used previously \3 is to compute the eigenvalues continuously from a known limit, for example from the bottom of a potential energy well where a harmonic analysis provides the absolute phase. This procedure is inapplicable in our case, where the horseshoe orbit does not exist at energies lower than the collinear threshold. The alternative method used in this paper is to follow the number of crossings of a trajectory adjacent to the periodic orbit. For the horseshoe orbit there are five crossings within one period indicating that the stability frequency is given as (bl FIG. 1 (continued) . (7) where An is the characteristic eigenvalue and Tn the period of the quantized orbit.
In Table V we provide the energy dependence of the action, period and (absolute) stability frequencies of the horseshoe orbits for a number of j values. In addition, we determined the rotational constants B j [cf. Eq. (4)] which are obtained by averaging over one period of the orbit. All these quantities vary smoothly with energy so that a linear interpolation between the energies in the Table is very accurate. In the previous section we provided the quantized energies predicted from the horseshoe orbits and compared with the exact quantal results. The agreement is amazingly accurate especially when there is no excitation in the perpendicular (VI) mode. In Fig. 1 we also plotted the quantized orbits for each of the quantum horseshoe states. One notes the localization of the quantum wave functions around the quantized orbits.
In Fig. 3(a) we plot the exact quantum energy vs the semiclassical prediction for all assignable quantum horseshoe states at j = 1= O. Ideally, this should give a straight line with unit slope. In Fig. 3 (b) we plot the absolute energy TABLE I. Converged quantum mechanical eigenvalues for nonrotating (C 2v ) H 3+ on the DIM potential energy surface. All energies are in cm -', relative to the quantum mechanical ground state whose zero point energy is 2924.83 cm -'. EQ are the quantum energies, Esc are the semiclassical predictions based on horseshoe quantization (cf. Sec. III). The rotational constantsB j , B, are defined in Eq. (4) and given in unitsofcm-'. The assignment (v" v 2 ) refers to the symmetric and bend normal modes respectively and is based on node counting in the contour plots. Question marks imply imperfect nodal lines, but are not meant to cast doubt on the assignment. Assignments marked ( v" v 2 ) Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. Downloaded to IP: 144.82.108.120 On: Wed, 01 Jun Fig. 1 . (0, v 2 ) there is a negligible deviation. However, the deviation does increase with the VI quantum number. This is clearly a reflection of the breakdown of the harmonic approximation which is based on the harmonic stability frequency. A more accurate estimate of the excited VI states could be obtained using the adiabatic metho~ proposed in Ref. 19 . However this is beyond the scope of the present analysis.
For the restricted C 2v problem, the horseshoe orbit exists and is stable for almost all energies above the collinear threshold. This is not the case for the inverted hyperspheri- Fig. 4 we show orbits which are relevant for the quantum localization shown in Fig. 1 . Again there is agreement between the quantum localization and the classical orbits, however it is evidently not as good as for the horseshoe mode. Furthermore, we do not find a classical counterpart for every quantum localization. In fact, it is somewhat misleading to put all of the inverted hyperspherical states into one group. At low energies, the relevant orbit stays within the half plane and does not cross the R = 0 axis. The frequency of this orbit is very different from its more complicated extension at high energies, close to dissociation. Moreover this family changes stability a number of times. The gap Finally, we have also studied the periodic orbits for the I = 20 case. Here we find that the symmetric stretch and bend (horseshoe) periodic orbits are stable (within the restricted C 2v subspace) at almost all energies below the dissociation threshold in agreement with the regularity found in the quantum states. We have also studied the full 3D proper- ties of the symmetric and horseshoe periodic orbits for I = 20. As in previous work based on an adiabatic switching method,9 we find that all these orbits are unstable for energies at least greater than 0.5 eV below the H2 + H + dissociation threshold. To gain further insight into this instability we studied the properties of these orbits in 3D with, and without Coriolis coupling. When the Coriolis coupling terms are left out of the Hamiltonian (as done for example in Ref. 20) the 1= 20 orbits are stable. We thus conclude that Coriolis coupling is the source of instability for these orbiting states. This is not too surprising, at I = 20, the orbiting frequency is of the same order of magnitude as the vibrational frequencies.
IV. DISCUSSION
The most striking feature of the present study is that the horseshoe mode has a profound effect on the quantum mechanical spectrum of reduced dimensionality H3+ . In agreement with expectations based on classical stability analysis, we find a localization of quantum states around the horseshoe periodic orbit, moreover, a simple semiclassical quantization of the horseshoe orbit gives excellent predictions for the exact quantum states. This localization exists even though classical motion at high energies close to dissociation is predominantly chaotic and the stable phase space surrounding the horseshoe orbits is small.
The robustness of this mode suggests that it is not unique to H3+' Elsewhere 21 we will provide details on a study of isotopes of H3+ where we also find that the horseshoe mode is stable. It should be of interest to study other triatomic molecules whose equilibrium configuration has a C 2v symmetry and the collinear configuration is a saddle point on the potential energy surface.
Our study of the C 2v configuration was motivated by the suggestion that the horseshoe mode underlies the coarse grained spectrum measured in the photodissociation experiments of Carrington and Kennedy. The prominence of the horseshoe mode implies that at least the coarse grained absorption spectrum for the restricted C 2v geometry should have prominent peaks that correspond to the frequency of the horseshoe mode. This would then be in agreement with the Feshbach analysis of Taylor and co-workers, \0 who suggested that weakly stable periodic orbits provide a ladder of states which strongly enhance the absorption. A detailed study of the quantum and classical, C 2v restricted, absorption spectrum, at energies close to dissociation will be presented elsewhere. 21 Although the restricted study does provide insight into the dynamics of floppy molecules, it is not sufficient. Based on the C 2v study one might have concluded that orbiting states are extremely important for understanding the full 3D spectrum since they seem to be very regular. It is only through the full 3D classical mechanical study of stability of the orbits that we can negate this observation. We stress that in 3D only the horseshoe orbits are stable. Thus a restricted study can suggest possible localizations, but only a full 3D computation can verify which motion really is important and which is not.
Finally we note, that quantum mechanics are much more illuminating than classical mechanics! It is only as a result of the quantal study that we came across the inverted hyperspherical mode for this system. The quantum wave functions immediately provide a global picture, which classical mechanically is obtained through a very tedious search for periodic orbits. On the other hand, a full 3D quantum study at high J values is still impossible. We expect that a combination of classical and quantum mechanical studies as presented in this paper will be very useful for understanding the dynamics of other small molecules at high energy.
